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Stand out in a digital world:
Make your LinkedIn profile 
100% complete

November 2011
UBC Career Services

Did you know…..

“Users with complete profiles are 40 times 
more likely to receive opportunities through 
LinkedIn.” 

(source: LinkedIn)

VS

Background information:

What is LinkedIn?

Why is LinkedIn important?

Learning Objectives

By the end of this 1 hour workshop, you will….

1. Assess the completeness and effectiveness 
of your current LinkedIn profile

2. Identify the gaps in your profile which need 
to be completed

3. Improve at least one section of your profile
4. Create a plan to continue to construct your 

profile at home until it is 100% complete
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Workshop Agenda

Log in to Linkedin and go to profile section
Assess completeness of profile

10 steps to a complete LinkedIn profile:
1. Photo

2. Tag line/headline
3. Summary
4. Position history

5. Education
6. Connections
7. Recommendations

8. Websites/twitter/blogs
9. Personal info and public profile
10. Other tips

Go to LinkedIn and Log In

www.linkedin.com

Edit Your Profile Photos on LinkedIn

Create brand recognition with your photo

What is a good photo for your professional brand?

• Photo of you, not somebody else

• Clear image where you are the 
focus

• Basic background

• Professional feel
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Adding a photo
Upload a photo from your computer

Crop your photo if necessary

Your photo will be 

cropped to fit the 

proportions of the 

yellow box. 

Use your mouse to 

adjust your photo. 

You can zoom in, 

move side to side 

or up and down.  

Choose visibility and save 

Remember 

to SAVE 

settings

Choose who can see 

your photo
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Headlines

What is a headline? What is it used for?

What is a standard headline? 

How can I stand out with my headline?

How to change your headline

Avoid using a generic headline assigned by Linkedin. 

This type of headline will be shared by too many other 
people (i.e. will not help you stand out).

It’s easy to 

update 

your 

headline!

Descriptive and Effective Headlines

Create a short summary description of yourself 
and the types of connections you are seeking 
through Linkedin

Writing a Summary Section

Create a highlight of your qualifications

Summarize with enough detail to understand your 
main skills

Make regular updates 

to this section 
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Experience

Don’t wait 

until you are 

looking for 

work

Update your 

experience 

regularly

Add more info!

Position History/Experience

Write 
accomplishment 
statements:
Verb + task= result

Emphasize skills 
using specific verbs

Include a result to 
show your 
accomplishments

Added Sections Coursework

List relevant coursework you have completed

Note, there is no option to describe your 
accomplishment in this section

This section appears above the education section in 
your profile
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Position History/Experience

Include relevant 
coursework in your 
“experience” section

LinkedIn will 
automatically organize 
your experience into 
chorological order 
(most recent will be at 
the top of the list)

Volunteer Experience

Describe volunteer experiences which showcase relevant, 
transferable skills

Demonstrate passion and interest through “Causes I care 
about” or “Organizations I Support”

Education 

Your education section will link to other areas 
of your profile such as “activities and societies” 
or “courses” sections. 

Making a connection

You can easily import your connections 

from your email contact list 

Use the search 

function to find people 

you know or want to 

connect with
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Asking for a connection

Write a message 
that indicates 
how you know 
them and why 
you want to 
connect

Avoid the 
standard 
personal note.

Recommendations

Provide evidence 
to back up your 
claims of good 
work

Demonstrate that 
other people 
believe in you and 
want to work with 
you again

Asking for recommendations

Request 
endorsements 
for specific work.

Create a 
personalized 
email instead of 
using the 
template.
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Writing a recommendation request

Include details 
including:

Specific projects

Transferable 
skills

Additional info on your profile

Connect your profile with 
other online sources

Utilize your professional 
persona through blogs, e-
portfolios or twitter

Groups and associations can 
be useful to connect to others 
who share the same interest

Personal info and public profile

It is up to you how much 
information you would like to 
share online.

Ensure you have some method 
for people to contact you

It is not required to share 
information such as:
• Phone number
• Address
• Birth date
• Martial status

Other tips

Its not enough to create a LinkedIn profile and 
never use/update it

Use LinkedIn to research companies 
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